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vikings season 5 ends on a high note. featuring
a standout performance by travis fimmel as an
escaped prisoner, it might be the first episode

on the season that stands alone as being
exceptional. in the previous six episodes, weve
followed bjorn, lagertha, king ecbert of wessex,
and a series of secondary characters. this was

the first episode to center around a central
character, and it was a lot of fun to see him be
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the protagonist. what i find intriguing about this
installment is that it begins with hvitserks return
to valhalla. we dont really get to see his journey

back to the afterlife. i expect hvitserks most
compelling exchanges with odin come in the

fourth season, but its still an interesting clip that
will give fans a sense of the norths history and

culture. ive come to accept that the best way to
learn about ancient history is to see it. the

oldest written text in the world was discovered
at a previously undiscovered city called uruk,

and it dates to around 3200 bce, and even
though aslaug isnt at the top of anyone's list for
a babysitter, its interesting to see her son are all
grown up and living in that city. finally, we get
to see what happens when bjorns armies come

across uruk, and that moment when rollo
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soldiers knock over its protective gates is a true
moment of historicity in vikings as it feels like a
bow to the brutality of the historical past. how
could the likes of rollo, ivar, and ragnar never

realize that in their arrogance, their actions are
directly feeding this sense of resentment

against them, as well as their descendants
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much like the rest of the cast, gisli is an
incredibly important member of the team. he

has made himself a leader in the field of runes
due to his vast knowledge of the history. he

receives a simple task to make sure the
assembly of norsemen doesnt face immediate
death in battle, but his insight into the role of

his companions has led to him take the burden
off of ragnar ragnar barely even considers killing

hot pie for the safety of their warriors, but his
moments of hesitation over the years might be
slowly pushing him to his doom. as the eldest

son and the leader of the vikings, he knows the
pressures of his position, and it doesnt help his
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cause that he doesnt want to face his fate right
now. he has more than enough remorse to deal
with. the problem with his lack of action is that
he will eventually receive a lot of credit for this
mission, and in fact, hot pie will even tell him

that it was his decisions that made it possible to
avoid death. but in the end, his friends are still

doomed to die, and i just dont feel its enough to
rest his head on the pillow and say he tried.
even though the introduction of einar wasn`t

quite what i expected, he came into the story of
the show not as a villain but as an objective

character who presents his own situation. i didnt
like him and have been mis-interpreting him

since his first appearances, and while he may be
a legitimate opposition, the way he acts and the

choices he makes are completely
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understandable. i might not understand the
events or the characters of his story, but i do

get it, and that makes his story feel more
complete than some of the other two-fisted
characters. if he does have a "chip on his

shoulder," it might be the frustration of not
being able to deal with what he sees as his

opposition, especially when he`s controlled by a
villain like ragnar. the problem is that you still

have to feel sympathy for the man, and whether
we call it honor or chivalry, i have a hard time
believing that both of these characters have

that honor code. 5ec8ef588b
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